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LIVING SKILLS

- CLICK BOX TO JUMP SLIDE -



ROUTINE

PROGRAMS
- TAHAJJUD

- ZIKR WALK

- HAFAZAN TIME

- ACADEMIC CLASS

- PREP CLASS

- DORM/HOUSE CLEANING

- MUNTAKHAB HADITH



Qiamullail

Description:
Great mind comes from great relationship with Allah. Our target is by the end of the camp, they can get up by
themselves for qiamullail.



Zikr Walk – (Morning Exercise)

Description:
*From our observation, students were sleepy in the first three days of this camp because they had to start
memorizing the Quran early in the morning. By this routine, they seem to be more energetic and cheerful enough to
start their day. Also, we blended the idea of short tazkirah into this activity and implement zikr walk every morning.



Hafazan Time
Description:
*This routine was already been their schedules
at IISSA, but due to long holiday, some students
had some difficulties in their hafazan.
Therefore, we made some improvisation to the
routine to some students (Muhaimin, Osman,
Luqman)



Academic Time
Description:
*From our observation, most of students were not too
perform in academic area except Yusuf form Sec 1 and Aldrin
from Sec 2. Hence, we use our effective ways to teach by
showing them the formula on how to tackle the questions
from each subject and make them discuss among them on
how to solve the questions.



Prep Class & Tazkirah
Description:
*From our observation, students were having rough time to memorizing Al-
Quran and recap back on what have they memorize on the morning. By this
routine, they seem to be more focus on recap back on what they have
memorize and they will send their Para Saba and Muraja’ah to ustaz. After
Prep class, they will continue Solat Isyak and then short tazkirah. This activity
we use Muntakhab Hadith which more focussing on learning Islam through
hadith and train them to conclude and write down what they learn from it.



Dorm 

Cleaning



LIVING 

SKILLS

1. Building Skill

2. Surviving Skill

3. Cooking skill



Building Skill – Cloth Hanger



Building Skill – Cloth Hanger



Building Skill – Shoe Rack



Building Skill – Shoe Rack



Building Skill – Bamboo Fences



Building Skill – Bamboo Fences



Surviving Skill – Egg in Mud

Description:
* We have taught the children on how to cook eggs by using the existing ways and self-made fire by their own. By 
doing so, there know how to survive by making foods by using items around them. Besides, this activity can also 
connect close relationships between them.



Cooking Skill – Sardin with Puri Bread

Description:
* We have taught children to cook simple
food if they live at home alone without
parents. They are taught a simple cuisine
for them to cook by using items that can
be seen in the kitchen without the need
for parents to monitor them.



Cooking Skill – Sardin with Puri Bread

Description:
* All children are cooking sardine and Puri bread after hearing a briefing from Ustaz Aimi. 
They do it with vigorous and enjoyable.



AGRO

1. GARDENING AND MIXING 

COMPOST

2. CASH SROP

3. LANDSCAPE



Gardening & Mixing Substrate

Description:
* Students will be teach on how to gardening with the correct mixture of substrate and they will be practical on field where they
will plant a seed by themselves. Students were given a task on watering plant everyday as their responsibility to get care of the
flora surrounding the tahfiz camp while ustaz explain to them that the flora just like us, need water to life, so do us, need iman.



Gardening



Cash Crop

Description:
* Students were teach on the advantages of planting 
cash crop and how to plant the cash crop by using 
correct mixture of substrate.



Landscape

Description:
*Students were given knowledge on
landscaping where students know how to
manage the flora ecosystems surrounding
tahfiz camp and they learn certain type of
flora are suitable for certain type of soil.



SPECIAL 

ACTIVITIES

1. Ukhwah Day

2. Rehlah / Tadabbur Alam

3. Jungle Tracking

4. Motivational Program

5. Reciting Qasidah

6. Leisure Times



Ukhwah Day

Description:
* These activities are mean to get to
know the child deeply where they
are comes from various backgrounds
and families. With this activity,
children will be able to know their
friends more deeply as well as they
can strengthen their relationship
within themselves. Besides, with this
activity, they can learn the beautiful
of new environment nature for them
so that they will feel comfortable
with the new place for them.



Rehlah – Jeram Tengkek, Batu Kikir

Description:
* After they tired of undergoing tough
classes in weekdays, we have given
children a chance to explore the natural
beauty of flora existing around them.
Hence, we brought them to Jeram Tengkek
waterfall to make them record the
beautiful memory every seconds there.



Jungle Tracking 

Mount  Baginda, Batu Kikir

Date : 16 August 2020 
Venue : Mount  Baginda, Batu Kikir



Motivational Program



Leisure Time

Students  are   bathing in the pond.

Students  playing  Ping  Pong.

Students are playing Batu Seremban.

Students  playing 
in  rainy day.

Students are playing Konda Kondi.


